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Making a name for yourself: tagging as transgender
ontological practice on Tumblr
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ABSTRACT
This article considers, first, the tag-based architecture as a
communicative medium and, second, how transgender-identified
Tumblr users navigate and exploit the particular limitations of tag-
based architectures. In particular, I analyze how trans-identified
Tumblr users navigate and exploit these architectures’ affordances
to manage feelings of ontological security in Tumblr’s sharing-
centered and tag-managed environment. Trans users express
specific self and group identifications, as well as audience and
social commentary, through their tagging practices. These tags
form the basis of a trans-specific folksonomy, or emergent user-
defined tag collections, on Tumblr. However, this folksonomy
relies heavily on an existing subcultural vocabulary, limiting users’
self-expression to recognizable terminology with unstable
definitions. Terms and their usage become an ideological
battleground when users attempt to establish normative tag
definitions through public policing and shaming of others’ usage.
These conflicts indicate how semantic categorization limits expression
of the scope of human self-presentation and gender performance.
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Since the internet opened to public commercial access in the mid-1990s, an online pres-
ence has become a key element of contemporary social justice organizing (Báez, 2013). For
transgender users in particular, internet access opened the possibility of instant national
and international communication—a drastic collapse of time and space compared to a
monthly newsletter subscription or even a weekly group meeting. While users initially
gathered on websites and forums, much of this communication now takes place
through short phatic messages on social network sites such as Twitter, Tumblr, or Face-
book, where users collect together in trans “networked counterpublics” (Renninger, 2015).
On Tumblr in particular, user-assigned tags play an important role in making posts visible
and easily searchable, as well as socially locating the user. On a platform where self-pres-
entation and assumed social norms are determined, in part, through social context and
imagined audience, such social location is key (boyd, 2014). In the context of Tumblr,
tag choices may indicate not only content but also audience, intent, and self-identity.

This article considers, first, the tag-based architecture as a communicative medium and,
second, how trans-identified Tumblr users navigate and exploit these architectures’ par-
ticular technological affordances to manage their feelings of ontological security in
Tumblr’s sharing-centered and tag-managed environment. In so doing, I highlight the
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ways site architecture influences users’ self-narrative and discourse. Like Renninger, I
understand trans Tumblr users as part of a trans and queer youth “networked counterpub-
lic” where the four main affordances of boyd’s networked public (persistence, replicability,
scalability, and searchability) are used for a specifically counterpublic purpose (boyd, 2014;
Renninger, 2015). As I find, users employ tags to not only establish their social identity,
context, and audience, but also as commentary mechanisms. However, tags signaling
self-identity can become contentious when users’ identity definitions come in conflict—
a problem exacerbated by Tumblr’s lack of formal behavioral norms or governance.

Transgender ontology

In order to understand self-definition’s importance to transgender (hereafter referred to as
trans) individuals, it must be located within a wider of identity development framework.
As Giddens argues, maintaining a stable self-identity requires the continuous construction
of a reflexive self-narrative, as individuals “continually integrate events which occur in the
external world, and sort them into the ongoing ‘story’ about the self” (1991, p. 54). This
self-narrative provides an element of ontological security, the sense that the individual
is complete and whole in themselves—one must not only know who they are and
where they fit in, but also be able to communicate it to the wider world (1991). A lack
of ontological security, in contrast, contributes to a sense of failed bodily integrity, of
being out of place within oneself.

For trans individuals, then, the act of coming in contact with transgender’s ontological
possibility is key to settling their ontological dislocation. Bodily dysphoria is often posi-
tioned as arising from an internal location and, prior to encounter with the transgender
category, proves difficult to narrate and describe (Zimman, 2009; Dame, 2013). Further-
more, trans individuals are not visibly “marked” or rendered coherent by pre-existing fra-
meworks such as sex assigned at birth. “Transgender” integrated into one’s self-identity
enables individuals to comprehend their dysphoria and acquire language to articulate
their dysphoric emotions. This language is then used to construct a self-narrative which
provides internal stability, opens up avenues of support, and makes possible access to
necessary medical care if desired. Thus, to identify as “trans” requires what can best be
termed “the encounter,” the moment of recognition of oneself in the trans other
(Dame, 2013; Zimman, 2009). While this encounter can happen in a variety of media
as well as in person, its necessity is central to claiming a transgender identity (Dame,
2013; Zimman, 2009). In order to be recognized by other possible trans audiences, follow-
ing this encounter, trans users must signify their own trans status in various ways, from
narrative recounting to their tagging practices. Nonetheless, the self-narrative developed
often reflects existing subcultural conventions and expectations—without which it
would be illegible as specifically “trans”—and may, despite its comforting effect, then
deliver individuals into “affective and economic systems unconcerned with her own inter-
ests” (Sender, 2012, p. 158).

Additionally, transgender’s own internal stability as a category is by no means guaran-
teed. Initially intended as an inclusive term and site for broad-base political activism, “trans-
gender” took on decidedlymore formal ontological functions once it was widely adopted by
social services in the early 2000s (Davidson, 2007; Valentine, 2007). Such limitations led to
new efforts to recuperate the term’s inclusive possibilities, such as “trans” and “trans*,” the
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latter “[blending] the [asterisk’s] wildcard function with its use as a figurative bullet point in
a list of identities that are not predicated on the trans- prefix formulation” (Tompkins,
2014). Nevertheless, all of these terms in their usage become structurally intelligible as
one half of a binary dichotomy, and the so-called “transgender community” is brought
together by their shared practices and identities. However, the very construction of this
community “works against other less powerful understandings of gender and sexuality,
and fixes into place particular meanings to the exclusion of others” (Valentine, 2007,
p. 104). These various issues are played out within trans discourse online.

Networked counterpublics on Tumblr

Tumblr, founded in 2007, is a microblogging platform where users share posts, pictures,
videos, audio, and other short bites of content. In their official press materials, Tumblr
eschews defining the site’s intent beyond identifying its main function, easily replicable
content sharing, and positioning users as “the world’s creators.” According to industry
metrics, Tumblr’s user base leans heavily young, with an estimated 40% of users
between the ages of 15 to 24 (comScore, 2013). Platforms like Tumblr provide queer
youth in particular space to augment and build onto their existing social worlds and iden-
tities (Gray, 2009). Like the youth in Gray’s study, on Tumblr queer and trans youth can
learn the subcultural codes, modes, and vocabulary in order to be readable to others—
which they can then chose to recraft for use in other social contexts (2009, p. 117).
User posts on Tumblr are primarily phatic: sharing information with an emphasis
placed not only on public conversation but also maintaining connection via expressions
of sociability (Crawford, 2010; Miller, 2008), as funneled through users’ self-presentation.
In phatic media “it is the connection to the other that becomes significant, and the
exchange of words becomes superfluous” (Miller, 2008, p. 395). Like Twitter, Tumblr uti-
lizes a directed friendship model, wherein there is neither a social nor technical expec-
tation of reciprocal following (Marwick & boyd, 2010). Followers’ posts appear on one’s
dashboard, where they can be liked or shared via the “reblog,” which allows users to
share entire posts—with or without comment—with their own followers. Users can also
allow individuals to anonymously “Ask” them questions, which may then be shared
with the user’s followers.

In their work on social network sites (SNSs), boyd, Ito, and others have proposed SNSs
be understood as networked publics, “simultaneously (1) the space constructed through
networked technologies and (2) the imagined community that emerges as a result of
the intersection of people, technology, and practice” (boyd, 2014, p. 8). These spaces
are structured by “persistence,” “visibility,” “spreadability,” and “searchability,” wherein
their content lasts longer, gains greater visibility, spreads further, and can be publicly
searched for—affordances which create dynamics of invisible audiences, collapsed social
contexts, and the blurring of public and private (2014). As boyd notes, these features
are not new to social interactions, but social media “alters and amplifies social situations
by offering technical features that people can use to engage in these well-established prac-
tices” (2014, pp. 11–13).

Trans users form one, amongst multiple, asynchronous and intersecting networked
publics. As a public, their discourse often resists dominant understandings and instead
directs attention to the flows of social power—key elements of counterpublics (Asen,
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2015). The formation of such “parallel [online publics] visible to participants in the public
at large,” have a particular power in modeling alternatives to “the traditional and exclusive
public sphere” (Travers, 2003, p. 232). In his survey of relevant scholarship, Brouwer
identifies three prominent features of counterpublics: “an oppositional stance,” “a discur-
sive standing,” and “an inward–outward dialectic” (cited in Asen, 2015, p. 138). In the
trans networked counterpublic, trans-identified users gather (in part via tags) around
their oppositional stance to dominant understandings of gender performance and identity.
They develop discursive standings through their posts—content structured and informed
by boyd’s four affordances. As a counterpublic their discourse is initially inward looking, but
can be picked up and spread widely through Tumblr’s sharing features—thus projecting
counter discourses back into the dominant public. Tumblr’s design, Renninger argues,
successfully facilitates counterpublic discourse by both maintaining boyd’s four affordances
and their resulting dynamics and providing other tools further promoting their develop-
ment: anonymity, dehierarchized visibility, and discourse consolidation via tags (2015).

Social tagging on Tumblr and folksonomies

Tumblr tags combine the two prime functions of social tagging systems: information
organization and conversation promotion (Huang, Thornton, & Efthimiadis, 2010).
Each post’s specific content is defined by its tags, which may shrink or grow as the post
is liked and/or reblogged. Though much of its content is controlled by users, Tumblr
does engage in some content curation: highly popular, general information topics such
as #cars, #fashion, #menswear, and #art are designated “featured topics” and the
content that appears is curated by a set of at least three editors. In order for any given
user’s content to reach an audience beyond their own followers, they must use tags.
Table 1 lists most frequent functions of Tumblr tags and sample examples (Table 1).

In tagging, users make their posts visible to a wider possible audience and may sub-
sequently organize around certain tags. Through their tagging practices, then, Tumblr
users speak in what Zappavigna terms “searchable talk,” or “online discourse where the
primary function appears to be affiliation via ‘findability’” (2011, p. 2). Trans users
“find” each other through such shared talk: reblogs, reading a post’s notes, and looking
at content in trans tags. The role of tags in building social connections comes to inform
both how trans users compose and use tags and their definitions of tag misuse.

Social tagging systems differ from traditional classification systems such as “controlled
vocabularies” in that their primary architect is not an “authoritative” figure like a librarian
and they do not compensate for lexical conflict or anomalies (Macgregor & McCulloch,
2006). The Library of Congress Subject Heading, as a controlled vocabulary, has been cri-
ticized for its limiting and outdated catalog headings for trans- and queer-related works
(Adler, 2009, 2013). In contrast, social tagging is first collaborative, with multiple users

Table 1. Tag Functions.
Tag Functions Example

Description of the post’s content #picture, #meme, #gifset
Post topic #me, #politics, or #trans
Social context #real life or #RL
Commentary #fml, abbreviation of “Fuck my life”
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all contributing something to the tag collection. As more and more tags enter the system,
they become part of a folksonomy, coined by Vander Wal as “the result of personal free
tagging of information and objects (anything with a URL) for one’s own retrieval,” done in
“a social environment (shared and open to others).” The folksonomy’s value is in being
“derived from people using their own vocabulary and adding explicit meaning”
(Vander Wal, 2005; see also Peters, 2009). Ideally, folksonomies are emergent and iterative
collections which resist concretization and “guarantee a much broader access to
[resources]…which is independent of the guardian [infrastructure]” (Peters, 2009,
p. 3). As Clay Shirky argues, folksonomies by design resist the ontological impulse,
instead trying to “find ways that the individual sense-making can roll up to something
which is of value in aggregate, but you do it without an ontological goal …Critically,
the semantics here are in the users, not in the system” (2005, emphasis added).

However, I argue these authors fail to account for users’ own self-interest in ontological
stability, particularly when users are relying on pre-established subcultural vocabularies.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that most research on categorization systems have utilized
data sets from bookmarking services or sites primarily geared toward information organ-
ization like Delicious or LibraryThing. While users may connect using these sites’ social
tools, the tagging system does not form part of the backbone supporting social interaction.
Tumblr, in contrast, is mostly used as a communication and promotion platform. Its tech-
nological affordances—and its tagging system in particular—are primarily used to increase
post visibility and promote sociality, with little user focus placed on curated categorization
outside of Tumblr-controlled “Featured” tags. As such, users’ narratives around terminol-
ogy became highly pertinent sites of contention.

The user in the infrastructure

As Bowker and Star note in their ethnography of classification systems, Sorting things out,
to classify is human (1999). Humans make sense of information through classification
systems, “a set of boxes (metaphorical or literal) into which things can be put to then
do some kind of work” (1999, p. 10). Such classification systems exist as part of a larger
infrastructure, such as a database or website (1999, p. 16). The modern database is
focused on large-scale data management, not the small-scale personal connections that
drive most of the user’s interactions with the database. They are self-describing, creating
a closed loop by which the database describes itself. “Indeterminate” data, lacking a pre-
existing category to describe them, are rendered null or unrepresentable (Hayles, 2007,
p. 1605). However, this does not mean the two do not give each other meaning. Hayles
argues that the database and its users exist in a symbiotic relationship: while narrative
requires the database to develop and test its insights, the database “catalyzes and indeed
demands narrative’s reappearance as soon as meaning and interpretation are required”
(2007, p. 1603). As the database acquires more and more information, it requires an
increasing number of narratives to make sense of it all. As she concludes, “narratives
remain the necessary others to database’s ontology, the perspectives that invest the
formal logic of database operations with human meanings and that gesture toward the
unknown hovering beyond the brink of what can be classified and enumerated” (2007,
p. 1607). Through their tagging, users add “narrative” to the post and contribute to the
tags’ wider definitions.
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For queer and trans users, the ability to integrate these narratives opens room to chal-
lenge dominant categorization schema and the knowledges they represent. As Adler finds,
trans tagging on LibraryThing not only added information but “[provided] a means to
negotiate norms of gender expression through categories or labels” (2013, p. 7). Yet
such negotiation happens within a bounded system. Keilty counters Adler’s notion of folk-
sonomic freedom, instead arguing that

the “exploration” of subject positions within folksonomies is always constrained by a logic
requiring instantly recognizable cues, regularized under the conventions of a particular
sexual subculture that one inhabits. The sociability of a particular subculture, in fact, relies
on such regulatory strictures, just as effective information retrieval relies on control.
(2012, p. 419)

For, even though Hayles posits the database can hold multiple narratives, shared subcul-
tural language constrains how these narratives can be told in order to be rendered legible
to both database and human user. Although these terms may be modified, their embedd-
edness makes them central to all possible narratives.

Methods and ethics

The dataset consists of publicly available posts using five transgender-related tags (#trans-
gender, #ftm, #mtf, #trans, and #trans*) collected manually through Tumblr’s public tag
search function (e. g. https://www.tumblr.com/tagged/transgender) during two two-day
periods: an initial round focusing on #transgender, #ftm, #mtf in January 2014 and a
second theoretical collection in February 2014 collecting posts for the #trans and
#trans* tags, which emerged in the first sample as key sites of organization. These tags
were chosen for their particular location within the subcultural vocabulary: common
enough to be known and used by a variety of trans-identified users, but not so widely
used to have a variety of non-trans specific content or, in the case of #LGBTQ, a “featured”
tag with its own editors and top contributors.1 Given the vulnerability of these Tumblr
posters, many of whom are transgender-identified youth and may face familial and
social ostracization and rejection offline, I also chose not to collect the content of commen-
tary left on posts as “notes” or non-tagged content from individual users’ Tumblrs, both
“publicly private” venues (Lange, 2008). In focusing on common, shared tags, I gathered
discourse emically considered public talk.

This small sample size, taken on typical usage days, does limit the study’s wider appli-
cability. Given these constraints, I concentrated my analysis on locating users’ talk and text
in context and identifying the “‘order of discourse’, the relatively durable social structuring
of language which is itself one element of a relatively durable structuring and networking
of social practices” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 3). Posts were initially coded line-by-line using
emergent coding, divided broadly into the four main aspects of a post: username, post
content, tags, and note count. I then conducted a second round of focused coding for
behavior patterns, including modes of talk. Lastly, I compared codes against each other
and grouped them into categories representing broad assemblages of trans subjects’ differ-
ent behavioral patterns: self-identification, conflict management, and definitional policing.
In identifying these assemblages and their component practices, the work offers specificity
to the broader conception of networked counterpublic practices.
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Results

Self-identification

Because Tumblr lacks a “group” function that allows users to indicate social connection/
interest, tags served as a methods for users to make a group membership claim and estab-
lish visibility. This model of tag usage is defined by Tonkin et al. as “User - Tag – User,” as
“users are tagging to relate their concept of information to another user’s concept of some
piece of information” and build social connections (2008). As on other social media sites,
Tumblr users used contextual cues to determine how they should present themselves and
just who might be amongst their audience (boyd, 2014, p. 48). When posting with trans
tags, users’ imagined audience was trans readers presumed to be fluent in trans terminol-
ogy and discourse.

In the data, the #transgender tag had the largest amount of posts by non-trans identified
users. In some cases, usage was grounded in generalized coalition politics: upon its
addition to the acronym “LGBT,” transgender is often folded into larger discussions of
LGBT concerns, regardless of their relevance. As such, #transgender was used in a tag
string alongside #gay, #lesbian, and #bi or #bisexual—often on posts that did not speak
to trans-related concerns or discourse. Alternately, #transgender was used by non-trans
users, including self-identified “radical feminists,” who opposed the very idea of transgen-
der identity and transition—a practice which lead one user to rhetorically ask, “you…
don’t want to hear facts of our disclusion and oppression but you want us to see what
you have to say and silence us in the process?”

Last, the #transgender tag also included a sizable amount of explicit fetish pornography.
As a result, a personal post on a user’s transition may appear next to exploitative porno-
graphic imagery simply because they both use the #transgender tag. This juxtaposition
reflects how technological structure cannot make meaning determination. For the trans
user, such images may prove directly counterproductive to building social connection:
they may instead remind them of how their body is commodified and consumed for
others’ pleasure without their consent. This issue, I argue, led users to frequently tag
with subculturally particular terms, #trans and #trans*, in the process setting their posts
apart from those using generic “public” language. In their use, these tags took on specific
characteristics: #trans was used with personal content intended for wider audiences, while
#trans* was primarily used on politically oriented posts.

One of these three (#transgender, #trans, or #trans*) tags were often used alongside
other established subcultural vocabulary to provide more specificity. For example, in
tagging their post “#ftm #transgender #testosterone #hrt #t,” one user is not only signify-
ing that he is talking about transgender content, but content relevant to trans men or mas-
culine individuals (#ftm) or those who are looking for posts on hormone replacement
therapy (#hrt), specifically testosterone (#testosterone). Furthermore, his use of “#t” sig-
nifies his knowledge of trans vocabulary, as testosterone is often shortened to “T”—thus
giving rise to phrases such as “time on T.” In tagging their posts with trans-related tags,
users align their definitions alongside others’ and further attest to their group member-
ship. Some users also designated more personal topics through individualized tags such
as #personal, #me, or #family. One user, a trans woman, tagged a post describing being
misgendered by a relative and her family coming to her defense with “#Personal #misgen-
dering #Transgender #MTF #Family #FTW (abbreviation for ‘For the Win’).” In this
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example and others, using these tags on posts discussing mental struggles or personal suc-
cesses had a twofold purpose: first, they differentiated such posts and provided a level of
organization on the user’s personal Tumblr, and, second, they laid the foundation for users
articulating their self-narrative and building social connection by identifying a user’s per-
sonal struggles with a larger meaning outside themselves and connecting on the basis of
this meaning. Table 2 presents the broad tag categories observed, as well as example tags.

While such tag collections are common practice, how users actually go about building
their personal tag collections moves trans-ness beyond the self-narrative’s genre conven-
tions, which emphasize personal difficulty, discrimination, or struggle—evidence of which
is then used by advocates to argue for legal or social change (Valentine, 2007). However,
the co-occurrence of otherwise presumably unrelated topics broadens the genre of possi-
bilities to encompass the lived everyday. A trans woman who tags a selfie wearing her Sea-
hawks jersey “#alwaysbe12ing #seahawks #nflplayoffs #mtf #trans* #Transwoman
#transgirl #transgender” not only aligns her interests and build social connection, but
also suggests how trans users’ self-narratives extend beyond the details of social or
medical transition. Alternately, trans can be a site of creative potential, as fans reimagine
characters as transgender or show off their “#crossplay” (a neologism combining cosplay
and crossdressing). Tagging, for trans users, offers the unique possibility to both unobtru-
sively make their transness relevant in personal, quotidian moments while also rendering
their self-narratives more complex.

Last, using multiple tags also increased overall post visibility. Tumblr’s suggestion
algorithm and hierarchy of visibility is largely opaque, determined by a combination of
tag usage and co-occurrence. Increasing visibility through tags encourages “tagspam,” a
problem common to the “User - Tag – User” mode where tags are used inconsistently
by “tagging in order that other users see desired information despite the fact that the infor-
mation is not really classified under their expected concept of that tag” (Tonkin et al.,
2008). Users’ tagspam—a practice most often exploited for commercial or promotional
purposes—was grounded not in use of subcultural cues, but in suggestion: the reader
likes posts using this tag, so they may also like posts under this tag. Ultimately, the
user-centered folksonomy cannot account for users’ different intentions and posting
habits: the social Tumblr user who wants to both display their self-identity and maintain
social connections and the corporate account that makes hundreds of automated posts at
day. Both usages are given equal weight by Tumblr and may have an equal influence on

Table 2. Tag Categories.
Tag Category Example Tags

Trans Identity Label #transgender
#trans
#ftm
#mtf

Subcultural vocabulary #testosterone
#preop

Post content or topic descriptor #transition update
#selfie

Personal, individualized tags #depression
#personal

Politically-loaded terminology #trans*
#cishet
#truscum
#bun pronouns
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shaping the folksonomy. Ultimately, repeat usage begets ossification: prominent tags
emerge as “stable consensus” choices with similarly static definitions (Golder & Huber-
man, 2006, p. 207). These tags prove resistant to disruption, instead becoming embedded
within both the folksonomy and users’ self-narratives. In this way, the folksonomy devel-
ops an increasingly ontological makeup as it stabilizes, despite Shirky and others’ asser-
tions of openness.

In response, some users introduced new acronyms such as “MOGAI” or “MOGII”
(marginalized orientations, gender identities, and intersex) they could shape through indi-
vidual use, independent of wider cultural influence. However, without the aforementioned
cultural association, these terms have limited reach—to go beyond the limited confines of
the folksonomy requires adoption by wider publics. Thus, users primarily rely on the
“stable consensus” vocabulary within the folksonomy. Furthermore, trans users’ self-nar-
ratives are ultimately reliant on an ontological security underlaid by the category’s know-
ability: I know I am trans because of how I locate myself within this category, and my self-
narrative is evidence of my membership. For trans Tumblr users are often not only tagging
and identifying the information in their posts—they are also tagging and identifying them-
selves. Their tags are their ontological stake: I am identifying myself and my self-narrative
as trans, in order to be recognizable to you as such in this moment.

Conflict management and user-developed social structure

While users consistently used stable consensus tags, both these tags’ definitions and what
constituted appropriate use were more contentious and could at times generate conflict
—primarily carried out through reblogs and notes left on posts. Despite users’ accusations
of inappropriate aggression and harassment by others, only one user in the data reported
asking Tumblr to intervene and discipline a blog for using both #feminism and “degrading
language and slurs” as tags on imageswith a “fetishistic feel.”Tumblr users have fewpublicly
definedoptions for corporate interventionwhen they do seek it out. At the time this datawas
collected, “Harassment” was not defined in Tumblr’s Community Guidelines, which spoke
only of “Malicious Speech,” a category identical in content to legal definitions of “hate
speech.”While the guidelines do outlineTumblr’swillingness to remove “overtlymalicious”
postings, users are encouraged to “dismantle negative speech through argument rather than
censorship”—by implication positioning platform governance’s intervention as censorship
and contradictory to Tumblr’s deep commitment to free speech (Tumblr, 2014). In other
words, users are expected to handle concerns at the individual level and only call on
Tumblr’s governance structures for what could legally be understood as hate speech.

Instead, users publicly managed conflict at the individual level through their discursive
practices—practices that some later attempted to enforce as broader social norms govern-
ing others’ interactions. Social groups—including ones communicating primarily online
(Báez, 2013)—cannot exist without some form of structure, and those lacking formal
social structure, intentionally or otherwise, do adopt informal structures over time
(Freeman, 2013). In a situation where both formal and informal structures coexist,
formal structure serves to “hinder the informal structure from having predominant
control” and offers means to dismantle it if necessary (Freeman, 2013, pp. 232–233). In
the absence of formal governance structures to resolve their concerns, users manipulated
Tumblr’s technological affordances, including tags, to develop and promote a variety of
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emergent, contextually specific social and behavioral norms. These norms reflected users’
desire to manage their self-presentation, local social context, and wider tag definitions. In
so doing, they intentionally applied Tumblr’s affordances in specific situations to restrict
the networked counterpublic’s four affordances (boyd, 2014; Renninger, 2015) to achieve
privacy and ephemerality, increase the spread and persistence of debates, or control tag
definitions.

Achieving privacy and ephemerality

Like Twitter, Tumblr’s internal public/private settings are clear-cut: either a post is visible
to all users, visible only to one’s followers, or visible only to the poster themselves.
However, users work around these restrictions through social management of posts’ visi-
bility. On particularly sensitive posts, users limited their tag use, making their posts “pub-
licly private,” publicly visible but difficult to find unless one knows the proper tags (Lange,
2008). These posts became less visible to others as a result of their decreased searchability.
They might also ask readers to reblog or not reblog a post in the post body or tags.

Using tags in this way was one example of tags serving as sites for commentary. In some
cases, users added commentary tags expressing opinions or emotions in support or contradic-
tory to their posted statements above. Huang et al. defines such tags as “conversational” tags,
such as a group in-joke or a commentary on the posting itself (2010). These can later become
“micro-memes,” “emergent topics for which a tag is created, used widely for a few days, then
disappears” (2010, p. 174). Journalist Julia Turner has argued such tags are not unlikemusical
refrains or parenthetical statements that reinforce the proceeding statement (2012).2

Users applied conversational tags in a variety of ways, depending on the post’s content
and context. On personal posts, commentary tags drew attention to aspects of a post or
selfie (“#look at that stache tho”), commented on the context for life or appearance
changes (“#just fucking around with my hair again #psh i’ll rock it”), or safely engaged
in public self-contradiction (“#i’ve had three beers y’all make me stop #i hope this is
more endearing than awkward why am i posting this oh well”). In particularly long com-
mentary tag chains, the hash symbol (#) acted as an all-purpose punctuation dividing up
related statements. Conversational tags on political or argumentative posts, in contrast,
reinforced the post’s overall argument or escalated the confrontation in comparison to
the post, such as “#i’m fuckin sick of cisbro apologists #lmao but they’re nice people!!”
or “#It’s true though #dont tell me it isn’t.” Furthermore, because tags are not copied
when a post is reblogged, placing these sentiments in tags reduced their visibility and
decreased their overall persistence. In this way, socially or emotionally risky statements
did not have the same lasting impact as the post itself.

Persistent debate and policing

Debates achieved persistence and resisted resolution when users tagged with either a desig-
nated “micro-meme” or fraught subcultural terminology. These tags had two functions in
practice. First, they made debates easier for a wide group of users to participate in, as a user
only has to know the proper keyword to add their voice regardless if others are concur-
rently participating. Second, they provide the database with human narrative categories
under which posts are aggregated into a searchable, persistent archive—allowing users
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to actively patrol for and police opponents. In a debate about what counted as legitimate
gender-neutral pronouns individuals could use, the example “bun/buns/bunself” became
emblematic for opponents of what they argued were “made up” pronouns’ “ridiculous-
ness.” The “micro-meme” “#bun pronouns” emerged out of this debate and was used
on posts dismissing such pronouns—in one highly shared post, the user parodied a
generic coming out conversation with the trans subject replaced by an individual who
identifies as a pastry. In all of these cases, the tag both indicated a user’s ideological pos-
ition and added the post to the ongoing archive of debate.

As noted earlier, when vocabulary is shared, it can become a site of debate. Users
debated the function of tagging on Tumblr, when certain tags should be used, and the defi-
nitional core of the tag itself. Users divided around what purpose a tag should serve, infor-
mation organization or conversation promotion (Huang et al., 2010), and when it should
be applied. Those who favored informational uses for trans tags derided personal posts
(such as those containing only selfies or daily updates) as irrelevant, while those in
favor of personal posts were open to both uses. In their posts, users would use commentary
tags as a metacomment on this divide and their position. These tags asserted the relevance
of the post (“#so the trans tag /is/ relevant”) and legitimated the user’s tag usage (“#i will
keep tagging it trans* because that’s where the biggest idiots are”).

Some users who favored informational use self-designated themselves as “tag police,”
reblogging and responding to posts whose tag usage and content they found antithetical
to “#transgender,” “#trans” or “#trans*.” Such definitional debates have a long history
in transgender discourse, as individuals contend just who is included in under the trans-
gender umbrella (Davidson, 2007). In the informally structured space of Tumblr, users
with a particular interest controlling the folksonomy’s development vied to form an
elite, a “small group of people,” often friends, who share the same values and “have
power over a larger group of which they are part, usually without direct responsibility
to that larger group, and often without their knowledge or consent” (Freeman, 2013,
pp. 233–234).

This move, in turn, authorized their policing of the counterpublic’s discourse. The “tag
police” maintained an interest in specific, exclusive definitions of trans, particularly
around the experience of gender dysphoria. On one reblogged post, a tag police user
argued “dysphoria over your sex characteristics” was “literally fucking required to be
trans.” Another user bemoaned how “our spaces and conversations end up hijacked by
non-dysphoric non-binary teenagers who would rather spend their time making lists of
nonsense pronouns,” and suggested “we clearly need to separate transsexualism from
transgenderism because our means and aims are so widely divergent.” Here their use of
“we” encapsulates a similarly inclined imagined audience. For these users, gender dys-
phoria was the key requirement for claiming trans identity, and those who failed to
express dysphoria were not “really” trans—and thus lacked the authority to post using
the trans tag. Without established norms enforced by authorized figures marking such
behavior as socially unacceptable, these users felt their corrections and horizontal disci-
plining were justified.

The tag police’s ideological stance, and their subsequent targeting of users, illustrates
the stakes embedded in tag definition. For the tag police, dysphoria often lies at the
core of their own reflexive self-narrative and their understanding of transgender as an
ontological category. As Keilty’s argues of identity tags on XTube, “these terms are
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deeply personal and social, such a part of one’s identity in relation to others that one feels
the need to intervene into others’ self-understanding when confronted with difference”
(2012, p. 427). Furthermore, the subcultural vocabulary available to users constrains
their linguistic options—as noted earlier, one may invent or adopt new terminology,
but there is no guarantee one’s self-narrative will be legible to others or the database.
Thus, those claiming the category “trans” while also rejecting the necessity of dysphoria
call into question the category’s knowability and necessarily the self-narrative of those
who do consider dysphoria central.

When faced with “a disagreement about the boundaries of [a] term,” XTube users in
Keilty’s study ultimately “[agreed] to disagree, [seeming] to accept that the word has mul-
tiple meanings and retrieves a variety of results,” suggesting how “such disagreement…
leads to multiple consolidations of regulations and re-regulations that likely change over
time” (2012, p. 427). However, Tumblr’s technical affordances resist achieving such
closure. In Keilty’s study, debates around terminology were hosted on the user-edited
XTube wiki page, separate from XTube’s central architecture—where the folksonomy is
actively maintained. Debates on Tumblr, in contrast, frequently happen on-site through
reblogs. Only through iterative sharing and growing user commentary can a discussion
spread and have new voices enter. If a debate were moved off-site, it would leave the
purview of the networked counterpublic—and lose access to its accompanying affordances.
Thus, user debate about site structure happens within the structure, becoming part of the
tags’ definition and thus the folksonomy through which the database provides data with
narrative. Keilty’s formulation, as I read it, suggests iterative re-regulation, questions that
open and close from time to time. On Tumblr, questions are always open for debate
because they remain persistently visible, sharable, and spreadable. Definitional uncertainty
embeds within tags’ meaning—and absent formal social norms, users knowingly or
unknowingly impose their preferred structure as onemethod for resolving this uncertainty.

Conclusion

Subcultural transgender vocabulary and site architecture structures trans Tumblr users’
interactions. Through their posts, trans users articulate a self-narrative establishing their
transgender membership in both post content and tags, which simultaneously serve as
self-descriptors and identity markers. Conflicting interests influence how users tag, as
trans users set themselves apart from wider public discourse through the use of subcultural
terms “trans” and “trans*” instead of the more “public” term “transgender.” The folkson-
omy, unable to account for different user practices, gives them equal weight in influencing
its development. As the folksonomy settles into a stable, ontological organization through
repeat use, the vocabulary options available to trans users are limited. Limited vocabulary
ultimately prompts user debate over tag definition. Given the deep importance of onto-
logical security to trans self-narrative, users react strongly to contestations over
meaning. Without a structuring apparatus to maintain social norms, users implemented
horizontal discipline to resolve the embedded uncertainty around tag definition.

As this article illustrates, discourse and design are linked in an ongoing symbiotic
relationship. Recent emphasis in systems design has been placed on developing the
Semantic Web, which shifts from a “web of documents” to a web of linked data, rendered
searchable and accessible through vocabularies, the “semantics” of the semantic web,
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which “classify the terms that can be used in a particular application, characterize possible
relationships, and define possible constraints on using those terms” (World Wide Web
Consortium, n.d.). Rhetoric around the Semantic Web lauds its emancipatory possibilities,
rooted in “a sense of teleological progress, of purposeful and directed development, of con-
tinual and designed improvement” (Beer, 2009, p. 986). However, the Semantic Web’s
emphasis on language draws attention to classification and categorization’s limitations
in encompassing the scope of human self-presentation and performance. Bowker and
Star, reflecting on the state of classification at the beginning of the new millennium,
find individuals increasingly live in a “classification society,” “socialized to become that
which can be measured by our increasingly sophisticated measurement tools” (1999,
p. 326). Valentine’s chronicling of how individuals with a variety of self-narratives and
identity labels were flattened into the category “transgender” is a particularly potent
example of self-narrative being subsumed to the classification system (2007).

The performance of self cannot exist independent of the social and technical classifi-
cation systems that will be applied to it. In a social tagging architecture like Tumblr’s,
users are expected to self-categorize, to transubstantiate their lived gender performance
into a set of subcultural linguistic labels. To refuse is to become invisible; again, the data-
base cannot make sense of that which goes unnamed. As I have found, users had two
responses when they felt constrained by the imperative to self-categorization, as embodied
in social tagging and the folksonomy: create new terminology or police other users’ tag
usage. In both cases, the linguistic carries within it the unbearable weight of the self,
which continually exceeds and overwhelms its capabilities. Future research would do
well to analyze how tag usage transforms over extended periods of time, as well as the
relationship between the increasing emphasis on semantic organization and users’ self-cat-
egorization practices.

Notes

1. Such curation renders, I argue, an identity category into a generic “interest,” and posts using the
tag are judged by users empowered to determine what “LGBTQ” means.

2. Interestingly, Tumblr’s community guidelines now ask users to not use posts with tags that “will
mislead or deceive searchers” or “overload your posts with #barely #relevant #tags.” However,
they do qualify “punchline” tags that “add meaning or context to a post” as valid (Tumblr, 2014).
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